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Helpful information to Bhakti Flow Yoga, a method of yoga that emphasizes a seamless
connection between the breath and the motions of the body--by a favorite San Francisco-
based yogi.That is a thorough guide to the annals and practice of Bhakti Stream Yoga
exercises, a synthesis of Bhakti yoga (the yoga of devotion) and Vinyasa Stream. This book
describes  the practice of Bhakti Flow Yoga exercise: The section is split into pose families, such
as Basics, Standing Poses, Standing up Balance Poses, Core, Arm Balances and Inversions,
Backbends, Seated Poses and Twists, and Restorative Poses.  the foundations of Bhakti
Movement Yoga, with an historical overview and an explanation of the fundamentals of
practice      the energetic side of this practice, including subtle body, meditation, sound
(Nada Yoga), prana, pranayama, koshas (sheaths of the subtle body), chakras, nadis (energy
pathways), and bandhas (energy locks), and more   •••the Bhakti Flow Yoga exercises lifestyle:
A synopsis of Ayurveda, like the doshas (constitution), nutrition, taste, and digestion, along with
recommended Ayurvedic diet plan guidelines for health and wellness. The section on
vegetarianism gives practical advice on making the diet work for you.   Rusty Wells includes
two sample sequences, alongside recommendations on sequencing in general.  The author
unpacks each one of the yoga exercises poses, with details on both physical and spiritual
considerations of each pose.  • Additionally, there are discussions on drishti (stage of
concentrate), how to begin a home practice, and practical strategies for pregnant college
students or people that have high blood pressure.  The Beginner's Sequence is gentle,
complete, and accessible for all body types. The Surya Flow 1 Sequence is an example of a
strong one-hour vinyasa practice that can easily be considered a launching pad for more
creativeness. Wells also provides precious insights on teaching yoga exercise.
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 Now that I am getting ready to leave San Francisco, Personally i think fortunate to have this
book to refer to and be reminded of Rusty's philosophy and teachings. I had no idea how
much Rusty Wells and Bhakti Flow Yoga would resonate with me and transformation my entire
life 8 years ago. There's something so transformative and uplifting about infusing devotion into
yoga exercise practice. Rusty offers charisma and his positive, warm energy is definitely
contagious around him.Transformative and Uplifting! It has done miracles for my practice. Thank
you Rusty! A Beginner's Mind I have already been practicing yoga for over 15 years but I've
never go through a yoga publication cover to cover before and Rusty's comprehensive
schooling guide has been indispensable for improving my technique and guiding others
making use of their poses. I firmly believe in returning to the basics to gain further insights as
your practice evolves. The step-by-step instructions for getting into more challenging poses
gives one confidence and helps to overcome any fears, specifically since Rusty provides
modifications to ease one's trip in the pose. He is transforming lives daily through yoga
exercises which book helps provide the framework of what he delivers so graciously in person.
Great summary of Bhakti, love the details of the positions great overview of everything Bhakti.
The details are nice for every position. I will utilize it for research and review. Rather, this book
did it for me!. Done well! The philosophy behind it really is inspiring. I have every wish of keeping
the Bhakti alive within me and getting it to my next yoga community. I strongly suggest this
book. This is a must have for the yoga exercises practice. philosophy and feeling of community
amongst his college students is an amazing experience each and every time I have been to
10 classes also to a weeklong retreat with Rusty Wells. Uniquely Rusty! This reserve gives us a
bit more of Rusty wisdom, yoga exercises history, basic ayurveda and a thorough description
of several asanas. I just wish the "inspiration" went a bit more spiritual...also to inspire me daily
towards a existence of kindness and compassion. The stream, music, chanting, philosophy and
feeling of community amongst his learners can be an amazing experience every time. Rusty
Wells has an amazing ability to touch his students and readers at their very core center.
Whatever level of encounter you have, you will reap the benefits of this wonderful book.
Congratulations Congratulations Rusty. Rusty did a great job with this book Rusty did an
excellent job with this publication. Awesome! It is a wonderful method to "sit near" the teacher if
you're not able to, let's say, by being in a course with him. Thank you! Chia yoga I have taken
many classes from Rusty Wells. He's an excellent instructor, but became one of the people out
for yoga exercise fame…toupee for example. It is a gorgeous guide, and I highly recommend it,
both as a instructor, and as always, students of yoga. If this publication crosses your way, you
are definitely blessed, and lucky! I have been to Rusty's course since 2004 and was thrilled
when this book was published. The reserve is thoughtfully created and provides you a great
overview of yoga in a very organized manner. Because of Rusty I know given that stretching my
heart and mind are simply as essential as stretching my body and how imagining my yoga
exercise mat unfurling before me throughout the day extends my yoga practice beyond class.
Scanning this book was like Rusty talking to students in course. I finished a 6-month instructor
training program earlier this year and I’ve been meaning to conclude key learnings. Great
picture detailed reserve for beginner yogis Love the simple this book. It really is an excellent
resource for anyone who would like to learn yoga exercises for the first time or for experienced
practitioners who would like to deepen their understanding of yoga. This is a wonderful method
to "sit close to" the teacher if you are .. Being not used to yoga this book is easily described
poses and has pictures in addition to comprehend each pose, their name and there purpose.
Bhakti Flow Yoga is an authentic transmission of Rusty's teachings from the yoga exercises room



to the pages of a book. Rusty is really as good while ever in this book! The devotion, love, and
wisdom in his offerings will touch your center, inspire you, and instruction you on your own path
of yoga, wherever that may lead you. Love this publication! I assume I just don't have
confidence in him anymore, which book solidified the feeling.
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